New Model-Independent Limit on Muon Substructure by Lane, K




















































































































































































































































































































































































































The Muon (g   2) Collaboration has announced a new measurement of










= 11 659 202(14)(6)  10
 10
(1:3 ppm) : (1)
The value currently expected in the standard model is [2]
a

(SM) = 11 659 159:6(6:7)  10
 10
(0:57 ppm) : (2)
Using the world{average experimental value of the muon's anomalous mo-







(SM) = 43(16)  10
 10
: (3)
This error is smaller than that of previous measurements by about a factor
of three [3].




, there is a















is ascribed to muon substructure, the scale is 

' 1:6TeV. It is





. For example, its 95% C.L. range is
1:2TeV < 

< 3:2TeV : (5)
If, as expected, analysis of the 2000 data for g   2 decreases its statistical
error by half, but the central value and other errors do not change, this range
will become 1:3TeV < 

< 2:3TeV
The importance of this bound is its model{independence. It requires no


































3{4TeV [6]. These lower
bounds are more stringent, but they are also less incisive. There is no reason a
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